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On the Inducing of Unipotent Classes for
Semisimple Algebraic Groups. I

Case of Exceptional Type

By Takeshi HIRAI
Department of Mathematics, Kyoto University

(Communicated by Shokichi IVANAA, M. Z. )., Jan. 12, 1982)

Let G be a connected semisimple algebraic group over an alge-
braically closed field K. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G, L a Levi
subgroup and Ue the unipotent radical of P. For a conjugate class C
of unipotent elements in L, the induced class C’-Ind,e C is defined
as the unique class in G which intersects CUe densely [6]. General
properties of this inducing were given in [6] (see also [1]), and in par-
ticular the induced class depends only on L and not on P. (So this
class is also denoted as Ind C.) Richardson classes of G are the
special induced classes for which C’s consist of unit element only, and
we have studied them in detail in [5]. In this paper, we assume that
the characteristic of K is zero and study how we can determine C’
from C explicitly, when G is of exceptional type. The case of classical
type will be treated in the succeeding paper. Using the results in this
paper, we can make up easily the complete table of (C, C’) by simple
and formal processes.

We call a unipotent class fundamental if it can not be induced
from any C of such a proper subgroup L. We first list up all the
fundamental classes for every exceptional simple group G. Secondly
we prove that, using the properties of the inducing given in [6] and
the results in [5] on Richardson classes, we can reduce the explicit
determination of C’ to nine cases of fundamental C’s. We note that
these fundamental cases can be treated by the same idea as that in [5,
4] for Richardson classes.

1. Fundamental unipotent classes. Let G be simple. We list
up all non-trivial fundamental classes by means of their (weighted)
Dynkin diagrams, and also for each class the type of a "minimal con-
taining regular subalgebra" of minimal rank in [2, Tables 17-20, pp.
177-185] (cf. also [7] and the corrected tables in [3]). The numbering
of simple roots are as in [5].
Type G. 10, 01. (A, A)
Type F 1000, 0001, 0100, 0010, 0101.

(A1, At, A-FA (cf. [3]), A.-+-A,
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oo ooo, OOo OO (a,,

Type E 000001, 010000, 000010, 100000, 000100, 010010, 000101.
o o o 1 o o o

(A, 2A, [3A]’, [4A]", A2 q-2A, 2A. q-A, [Aq- A]’)
Type E8 1000000, 0000001, 0100000, ooooooo, 1000001, 0010000, 0000010, 0100001,

o o o 1 o o o o
0001000, 1010000, lOOOOiO) 0100000, 0000100, OOOlOOl) OlOOlOO) 1010010.

o o o 1 o o o o
(A, 2A, 3A, [4A]’, A2--A, A+2A, A-t-3A, 2A.-t-A,
2A2+2A, A+A, [A+2A]’ (cf. [3]), D(a)+A,
A+A2+A, [2A]’, A+A, D(a)+AO.

2. Reduction to fundamental cases. For the determination of
C’=Ind, C from C, the following result is given in [6].

(I) Let H be the set of simple roots of G. Assume that P is
standard and let HH be the set of simple roots of L. The Dynkin
diagram of C is given by putting for every a e H its weight 0, 1 or 2.
Let us give weight 2 for every a e II--II. If thus obtained diagram
is the Dynkin diagram of a class C" of G, then C’ =C".

We can also prove the following.
(II) Let C be a Richardson class of L corresponding to/// as

in [5, 1]. Then C’ is also a Richardson class of G corresponding to
the same/"//.

On the other hand, the Richardson class is determined from/ by
the result in [5]. Thus the induced class C’ is determined by (II) by
means of a formal manipulation of the equivalence relation in the
set of F’s in [5].

Example 1. Ind’ .010=0200. (The dot "." indicates the position
of an element in II--II.) In fact, the class 010 in C is a Richardson
class corresponding to /’= .=== (C) (the elements of FII are
indicated by black points). Therefore by (II) the induced class C’ is
a Richardson class corresponding to /’= ; On the
other hand, by (6) in [5, 2], FF’= :, and there exists
a class with Dynkin diagram 0200. Hence the result.

Moreover the inducing has the following general property.
Lemma. Let QP be another parabolic subgroup of G with a

Levi sqtbgroup M. Then ML, and Ind C=Ind Ind C.
As consequences of this lemma, we have the following.
(III) If we can find an intermediate M such that C--Ind C and

Ind C are given by a certain method, then Ind C is known.
(IV) Assume that Ind C is known, and put C-Ind C for an

intermediate M. Then Ind C is known.
By (IV) we know in particular that it is sufficient for us to deter-

mine Ind C or any proper LG and any fundamental class C in L.
We use also the following.
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(V) Let r be an automorphism of G leaving stable every unipotent
r(C), where r(C) {r(g)" g e C}.class in G. Then, Ind C=Ind<>

Thus we can reduce the determination of C’=Ind C to certMn
number of fundamental cases modulo simple and formal manipulations
according to (I)-(V).

Note. For type F4, we have L of type B, B3 or C3. For types
E, E and Es, we also have type D (4<n<7) as simple components of
L. Therefore we must have complete result for these classical groups.
This can be given easily (see e.g. [4]). For example, fundamental
classes are given as follows (by means of Dynkin diagrams).

01 (in B0; 010, (in B); 100 (in CD; Oo o (in D);

OlO, lO1 (in D0; OlOO, ooo1, lOlOo0, lOOO1 (in D);

0100000, 0001000, 1010000, 1000100 (in D0.
Exarnple 2. Ind .01. =0202. In fct, we know Ind .01=020.

Then the result is obtained by (III) nd (I).
Example 3. Ind, .00. =00200. In fct, Ind,, .o0=0200 is Rich-o o 0 0

ardson class corresponding to F=--c. Hence by (II)

the induced class is a Richardson class corresponding to
F=’-- i O, andthenFF’= ---- :

by (4) and (9) in [5, 2]. Thus the result is obtained by (III) and (I).
Example 4. Ind:/, 00.00.0 =2000200.0 In fact, Ind 00.0 =020, and

the argument is similar as in Example 3.
0.00=2002002. In fact, the left hand sideExample 5. Ind+5 0 0

D 0" 1010---200200 Henceequals Indff+o 0.1010. by (V) and then Inda+m0 0 0
the result by (I).

Example 6. Ind .0000. =00020o0. In act, Indg 0000. =00020, as
0 0 0

Hence the induced class is a Rich-

(C) and then-,

p.F= .
by (5) and (9) in [5, 2]. Hence the result.

3. Fundamental cases. Using the results for B, B, C and D
(4<n<7), and those in [5], we reduce, by the process in 2, all the
cases to the following.

we will see in the next section.
ardson class corresponding to
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For type F, Ind,,’ 010.- 1010.
For type E, Indg’ OLOO. =10001 Ind,,, lOlO. =01010.

0 1 0 1
For type E,
Indg .00000=010001; (1) Indg .oooo-_OlOOl Ind,’ 10100. =010100;

1 0 0 0 0 0
E 0.0010 010100(2) Ind OOOLO. =000020; Ind/

0 0 0 0
For type Es,
Ind .010000=0200000; Ind .000010--0010001;(3) Ind .ooolo=OOlOOl.

0 0 0 0 0 0

Ind .OOOlO1=OOlOlOO Ind OLOOOO. =OOlOOO (4) Ind lOOOlO. =OlOOOlO
0 0 0 0 0 1

Ind 000100. 1o0010o (5) Ind 001010. 2002000
0 0 0 0

(6) Ind+0 o.ooooo 1010001 Ind+o o.oooo =001010o
1 0 0 0

(7) Ind"+, o. 10101--_ 2000200 (8) Inda+,,z8 00.0101-- 0110101
0 0 0 0

(9) Ind:+, oo.oolo=ooo2ooo.
0 0

In addition to (I)-(V) in 2, we have one more powerful machinary
(VI) to determine C’=Ind C from C.

(VI) dim C’-dim C+dim G/L [6, Th. 1.3 (a)].
Note that the dimension of every unipotent class is calculated from
its Dynkin diagram.

Checking case by case, we see that, in the list above, the unnum-
bered cases can be determined by (VI). Hence the numbered cases
(1)-(9) are left to prove. Moreover these cases can be treated as in
[5, 3-4].

Note. It is worth mentioning here the following for classical
groups.

Inda,+,,"00.lO]1--2oo2 Ind .OlOO--o2ooo Ind .ooo1-OlOlO
", oo ooInd+m
The author expresses his hearty thanks to Profs. R. Hotta and

T. Tanisaki who gave valuable comments and pointed out to him a

mistake in his table of (C, C’).
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